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Terrible Really Scary 
Nightmares are Ahead for All of 

Us in America Come the 
November 2016 Elections 

Results if KKK Trump is Elected 
 

It’s been a messy campaign leading up to November 
2016 and while most people would agree that this 
country isn’t what it could be, the idea that we could 

end up with something far worse than we have 
currently is a real possibility. And while much blame 

can go around for whom or what caused a cold-hearted 
ego-driven idiot to ascend to the possibility of being a 
President, most of the blame, 88%, yes that much 

blame needs to be put on the news media for making 
this sickening freak show a reality. Of course don’t 
expect anyone in this field to take blame, in fact when 

they are called out to their faces they react with a 
mixture of “it’s not true” or “we’re only doing our jobs” 

which can easily be translated to “it’s true” and “we 
care so much about our ratings we’ve thrown our 
credibility away and hope no one noticed.” But let’s 

face it, if these “so-called” journalists had done their 
jobs and called out Donald Trump on every racist thing 

and every lie he’s uttered we wouldn’t be where we are 
today. Instead they “kid gloved” him and pretended he 
was being funny. He wasn’t. He is a sad, pathetic racist 

and has made a mockery of the country. He constantly 
projects who he is onto others, calling them crooked, 
liars or losers. But hey, let’s face facts. He is 100% 

crooked—look at the fraud cases pending against him 
right now and tell me he’s honest? And calling others 

liars, really? He lies about everything—then when 
confronted with video evidence, doubles down and lies 
even more but these poor excuses for news media 

employees refuse to confront him directly because he’ll 
stop talking to them if he considers them an enemy. 

He knows how to work these morons and they can’t 
see what’s staring them right in the face. What is odd 
is how they seem to keep going after Hillary Clinton 

endlessly. Sure she’s imperfect. But it seems they’re 
actually conspiring to get him better press on purpose. 
If they think his being elected will get them four years 

of “ tabloid fun” news—won’t they be surprised when 
he jails them all—that’s what dictators do, right? 
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Our World 
 

 

America Continues to Lose as 
Cable News Rewrites Truth for 
Ad-Friendly Ratings—and Lets 
Ignoramus Donald Trump Use 

Coverage to Benefit Ego 
 

Well, here we go again as the 2016 elections turns into 
a monumental “sickfest” of the vilest languages being 
tossed about as if it has any real place in society. Is 

this what we’ve become lately because the racist parts 
of our society wants a foothold in politics to spread 

more hatred in an effort to make up for their lack of 
decency? Cable news is to blame for most of this 
disgusting behavior if truth be known. They seem so 

focused on creating situations that benefit them that 
they don’t seem to care this is being noticed. The main 

question being thrown to them in the last few months 
have been simple. Why are they so focused on every 
little thing that could bring down Hillary Clinton yet let 

the endless lies, shady business dealings, racist 
behavior and the frequent flip-flops that Donald Trump 
denies go unchecked claiming they have too much info 

coming in. Really, is that so? Instead of whining about 
the lack of “reporters and fact checkers” to handle the 

job, why don’t they just stop running the same topic 
over and over again every hour they are on TV? 
Seriously folks, do we really need the same questions 

asked over and over again hoping the results will 
change? Ask it once and move on already. Worst yet is 
the fact that these same cable “news” organizations 

keep labeling themselves journalists. Yeah right. 
Actually, in reality someone who gets told what to say 

on air by a producer talking to them in a microphone 
stuck in their ear is actually a puppet. Sorry folks, but 
truth is truth when it comes to this reality. Gone are 

the days when reporters would go out and do their 
jobs instead of sitting inside studios creating drama 

because it’s easier than looking at their own faults. 
As the end of this month (August) swung around there 
were endless stories about Trump bribing crooked 

politicians, taking payoffs from China and Saudi Arabia 
and still refusing to release his taxes while skirting the 
racist gameplay with his continued support of hate 

groups, yet the press ignored all of these issues and 
instead focused on the Clinton email scandal as if they 

think some juicy story will come out. It could be 
assumed they’re trying to actually swing the election 
to Trump because that will insure they have four years 

of endless drama which will keep their ratings high of 
which they’ll use as an excuse to avoid tackling real 

news like is assumed they do. I don’t know what’s 
worse, the fact that cable news stopped doing their 

jobs or that they think they’re producing a trashy 
reality show, and the more drama they stir up actually 

will hide the fact they no longer care about the idea of 
telling the truth—only trying to secure advertisers. 
Seriously, just last week Mike Pence, Trump’s sleazy 

so-called Christian and hater troll had the audacity to 
call out Hillary Clinton as the most dishonest politician 

since Richard Nixon. Like really? This from the guy who 
has endless ethics violations clouding his fading legacy, 
this from the guy who single-handedly destroyed the 

economy of the State of Indiana while he was 
governor, this from the guy who ignored that his 
partner in hate, Trump, raped his ex-wife, lies endlessly 

about everything, is being sued for fraud, got busted 
for housing discrimination, has sex with models living 

in this country illegally of which he forces into white 
slavery situations afterwards, is a KKK member, has 
admitted to having indecent relations with his daughter 

who looks like a hooker, and the granddaddy of them 
all, his conspiracy-theorist partner is the father of the 

“birther” movement which is a thinly-veiled scheme to 
discredit Barack Obama because he absolutely hates 
the fact of a mixed-race person occupying the White 

House. But did the press run with these stories, no, 
instead they glossed over Pence’s history and acted 
like he was a respectable politician. Give me a fucking 

break already folks, Nixon had more respectability 
than Pence ever will have and that’s saying plenty. 

Of course the biggest misstep cable news makes is 
letting Trump’s delusional surrogates spout their lies 
unchecked. And when having “serious” interviews with 

Trump’s idiot campaign manager Kellyanne Conway 
they let her go on and on with her delusional alternate 

reality existence that only she seems to see. Seriously, 
she’s dumber than Sarah Palin ever was and makes 
Ann Coulter seem pretty, which is a hard task since 

Coulter looks like a man in a dress. Of course that 
said, Coulter probably was a man before her sex 
change which she denies but let’s look under her dress 

and see what’s there shall we? Anyway, back to 
Conway, someone should’ve made her TV-ready before 

she stepped before a camera. Like let’s get real OK, 
her face looks like someone sandpapered it, then 
slapped on pancake makeup usually reserved for 

monster movies. Her shifty eyes also make her look like 
she’s from one of those bad cartoons from the 1970s. 

Her plastic surgeon should be fired. Hate to see what 
she must have looked like before surgery. Or maybe 
she’s like Coulter and was a man until recently? Would 

explain why Trump likes her so much given the fact he 
hates women unless they’re between his filthy legs. 
Since the press seems to like drama so much why 

don’t they look into these stories? Seems to me if they 
want to pretend they’re credible this is a good place to 

start? Of course this would just be way too easy. 
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USA Freefalls into a Bottomless Pit 
of Endless Sewage Spills with 

Disgusting “Reality” Talk from the 

2016 Elections Coverage  
 
From a few deep thinkers to many—man, has anyone 

really been paying attention to how far we’ve let this 
country fall when it comes to the upcoming elections? 
It seems that no matter how low the press has gone 

already with their endless bad reporting on facts, they 
keep coming up with more crap to shove down our 
throats because of their sick fascination with ratings. It 

should be of no surprise how badly things seems to be 
heading without a real focus on how much work is 

needed to put this country back on track. Sure Barack 
Obama has made plenty of missteps, starting with not 
putting George W. Bush and all of his administration in 

jail for war crimes—to right up to the present with not 
being stronger with it comes to taking a stance on 

admitting this country has issues with race. But the 
freak show that Donald Trump is just keeps leading 
this country straight into the toilet with how ignorant 

and mentally ill he seems, yet no one will bring it up 
among the press or politicians in denial. Facts are facts 
let’s deal, Hillary Clinton has some shady issues to 

address and much errors in judgment concerning the 
infamous Libya fiasco a few years back—but man, 

imagine Trump making choices based on his own 
insecurities the minute one slight is leveled against 
him. Seriously, can you imagine how he would react if 

a noted politician, say from England, stated publicly for 
cheap laughs that Trump is a lousy lover knowing it’ll 

needle him without any real effort at all just to throw 
him off balance? I guarantee for the next month the 
conversation the media will focus on will be about 

disgusting comments Trump makes because he thinks 
he’s all that in bed when in reality he’s just a sad fool 
and a lousy businessman and always has been. 

The main question come November is, do we really 
want to put the circus in power or not? For the record 

I’m not pleased with Clinton but given the choice she’s 
100% better than him. On any given day I’d rather 
have a possibly sneaky liar in control than a mentally 

ill psycho who could destroy the world whenever he 
chooses because he’s having a bad day with the press 

over a story about how small his penis is—and let’s 
face it folks, it could happen. There’s plenty of people 
out there with the IQ of a piece of furniture who think 

they are smart—morons who never graduated high 
school that listen to people tell them “truths” because 
they are too lazy and too stupid to check things out for 

themselves. We like to laugh at other countries when 
they elect fools to power—unfortunately we’re the ones 

being laughed at now and it’s not funny at all. 

People Who Live in Glass Houses 
Should Never Throw Stones 

 

Lots of people seem to have things to say but 
truthfully most people should just be quiet when it 
comes to trash talking others. Like that old 1976 Dolly 

Parton song Shattered Image which is about people 
who live in glass houses yet point fingers at their 

neighbors, the reality should be clear. If your business 
needs addressing, mind it first and if you have nothing 
anyone can complain about, then by all means trash 

talk others. But trust me, the day anyone can say 
truthfully they have no character flaws that others can 

use against them for whatever reasons will be when 
hell freezes over. A simple fact that’s easy for us all to 
live by is stop wondering about your neighbor and 

wonder about yourself. We all have things about 
ourselves that others can find fault with—starting with 
idle gossiping about someone else behind their backs. 

Because while most people, let’s face it, loves hearing 
juicy gossip, the person who spreads gossip is never 

liked or respected by anyone—in actuality, a gossip is 
assumed untrustworthy—never on anyone’s “friend” 
list simply because everyone knows that a person who 

talks to you about someone else behind their back is 
also talking about you behind your back to others. 

 

What Lessons We Can Learn from 
Others in Today’s World 

 

It amazes me to no end how people keep refusing to 
admit to what is wrong with society today despite so 

many signs that goals are getting harder and harder to 
achieve because of selfishness gone awry. In the last 
thirty years it’s become so clear that we have many 

faults in society, but yet I see no sign that there’s even 
an indication that maybe it’s time to fix our ways when 
it comes to dealing with issues like race, religious 

intolerance or inhuman treatment of animals. Pretty 
much talking will not solve these problems but maybe 

if we realize there is a problem there might be a way 
to address how to change views that presently seem to 
be spiraling backwards in a frightening rush. 

 

Money Should be Spent on 
Education not Jails 

 
So much talk lately on how to change the terrible road 
this country seems headed—at least that how it 

appears from listening to the talking heads in the 
news. Well, how about spending it on free education 

instead of free jail time for people with no hope? 
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Republicans vs.  the USA 
“ ”

 

Racists! Racists! Racists! 
Everywhere Racists! Oh My! 

 

Well, well, well, what a way to start this email. It looks 
like the devil finally decided hateful bigoted racist and 

religious freak Phyllis Schlafly was ready to sit at his 
right hand after causing society so much grief with her 
whacked ways. This two-faced hypocrite who deemed 

women were better at home serving “their man” yet 
used every opportunity she had to make money with 
her sick theories instead of letting “her man” take care 

of her like she espoused endlessly. Her views that 
women should be seen not heard apparently applied to 

other women but not her. She was the perfect image 
of a hateful she-wolf and probably a reason many men 
went gay after realizing dealing with harridans like her 

would certainly make for an existence of hell on earth. 
It’s so sad that she wasted so much time spreading 

racial hate than realizing that her legacy would not be 
one she could control. Like all other racists out there 
that pretend they don’t wear the white hood every 

weekend she probably lived in her own fantasy world 
thinking she was righteous and a good person. In reality 
she was pond scum and now that she’s in hell with her 

master, maybe for the first time she can be happy. 
As for the other shameless racists in the political 

arena, you know Rudy Giuliani, Mitch McConnell, Mike 
Pence, Rick Scott, Jan Brewer and Paul LePage 
following Donald Trump, their master leader of hate, 

otherwise now known as the leader of the KKK they 
will certainly have a fun time when they kick the 

bucket and meet up with the true master himself, you 
know the guy with a pitchfork. Let me see them try to 
talk their way out of that mess? I can hear Trump now 

saying he will “talk” his way out of his new digs only to 
find out too late there’s only one leader in hell and it 
sure as fuck isn’t going to be him. The “art of the deal” 

will be the “art of begging for mercy” from a “thing” 
that enjoys pain and will not hesitate one bit to set the 

record straight in the most spiteful of ways—oh joy. 
This whole election cycle has been nothing but an 
infomercial for the extreme far right and unfortunately 

the public just can’t seem to see where this is headed. 
Oh wait, I should correct that statement. If you’re 

black and Hispanic you can see truth for what it 
appears to be. Unless of course you happen to be (Ben 
Carson) and hate yourself so damn much you think by 

kissing ass to white racists otherwise known as 
Republicans you’ll be redeemed. Nope, not going to 
happen no matter how many recreated images you try 

to display to justify the fact you’re a sellout. You see, 
back in the day (slavery era) black people who sold out 

to their hateful white masters by tattling on their own 
kind were called plantation slaves by all involved. 

You see these “turncoats” thought by selling out they 
would be favored. Of course that was until they 

realized that they were seen no differently from those 
who were not in the “clique” they assumed existed. 
And so when slave owners who saw the need to sell 

their human stock, they did so without regard for 
whoever was a plantation slave or not. It always came 
down to money and no slave owner thought otherwise 

in this deal. Every slave, no matter who they were, 
even if they were related, wasn’t above being sold for 

a tidy profit. Wonder how the turncoats felt when this 
would happen? Wonder if they saw the error of their 
ways and wished they had made better choices? I’m 

pretty certain even then they didn’t realize they were 
just “property” to their masters and thought they’d 

done something bad and deserved this terrible fate. 
Today the political arena is filled with blatant racists 
who think they can do and say whatever they feel like 

and not get called out on it. Earlier this year there was 
a scandal that got exposed where many states with 
GOP controlled leadership tried to enact laws that 

would prevent blacks and Hispanics from voting. Of 
course as expected when busted, they all cried unfair 

and said they were not playing the race card. Yeah, 
but who believed that load? It was obvious what they 
were up to and even the most left-leaning idiot that 

believes in a fairy tale world saw this situation was 
exactly what it was. These are the same politicians by 

the way that are 100% gung-ho on getting rid of 
undocumented Hispanics. Of course when asked about 
the huge amounts of Europeans here illegally, these 

racists try to dodge the question or say that it’s not the 
same situation. Really? Actually is it, illegal is illegal, 
no matter how you slice it, except of course Europeans 

white undocumented tends to vote Republican. Gee, 
what a switch with how the GOP KKK thinks when it 

comes to the same exact thought process? Truth is, 
they want to keep America white and in their twisted 
minds they think by purging this country of minorities 

they’ll keep themselves in power. Of course like all 
badly-scripted soap operas there is always a switch-up 

at the last minute. And in this election even though it’s 
clear how racist-leaning most Republicans are, they’ll 
have to deal with politically active blacks and Hispanics 

who will do whatever they have to do to make the 
playing field more level. And be damned the GOP if 
they try to fix votes, which we know they are certainly 

capable of doing and trying if they think they won’t be 
caught. Pretty much when the fix is uncovered expect 

endless black and Hispanic groups to throw a wrench 
into the perfect scheme of Republicans, now officially 
known as the party of Trump KKK will not see coming 

possibly resulting in massive unrest everywhere. 
It’s clear the level-headed Republicans of yesterday 

like Gerald R. Ford have been replaced by the hateful 
racist fiends of the KKK. The question today for most 
people aware of this fact is simple. What is going to be 

done about this problem? Like a cancer it has to be cut 
out and the only way to do that is to admit it’s a 
problem and then start punishing politicians that think 

this way by removing them from office ASAP. 
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Life & Times 
 

 

Honolulu Diary 
Part 1 

 

© 2013 Street Beat News 
 

Note: This is a real-life diary. For the record, the events mentioned 

in this diary occurred several years ago in 2008 and 2009. Remaining 

parts will be serialized in future issues of Opinion America. 
 

 

March 18—I arrive in Honolulu for a job 
interview. Promised the job beforehand and 

assume there will be no problems. The job is for 
an apartment manager in Chinatown. Walked 
from the airport to Chinatown expecting the job 
but once I get to the office for the final interview 

I’m told there’s no job. No one says it clearly but 
it is hinted that they thought I was Asian. I see 
racism is alive and well in Hawaii. Now, I have no 
job and no money. What am I going to do? 
 

March 19—I spend the night in the hills under 
Diamond Head. Not a pleasant situation but at 
least I think I’m safe. It’s better than sleeping on 
the streets. Or at least I think so anyway. 

 
March 20—I try figuring out what to do. Not 
much luck with anything else. Of course things 
can always get worse. It began raining not long 

after I set up camp for the night. I couldn’t stay 
at Diamond Head and instead spent the night 
hanging out at various bus stops opposite 
Kapiolani Park in the Paki Avenue area. 

 
March 21—I spend another day without focus and 
spend another night at Diamond Head. 
Depression sets in and I begin to think being 
dead is a better deal than being homeless. 

 
March 22—Last night I spend yet another night at 
Diamond Head and get a strange visitor in the 
morning (today) as I’m about to leave my camp. 

Seems this guy is digging out a foundation to put 
his tent. I guess I’m not alone anymore in the 
area I thought was deserted. I avoid him 
completely as I get this weird feeling about him 

that he’s got a few screws loose upstairs if you 
know what I mean. Staying at Diamond Head 
might be a problem now, but what other choice 
do I have? I’ve heard the shelters are filthy and 

that doesn’t appeal to me one bit whatsoever. 
 

March 25—I continue to feel like death might be 
the best deal for me at this point and begin to 
think of ways I could kill myself without enduring 
much pain or suffering once the dead is done. 
 
March 29—I can’t take it anymore and have 
decided to save what money I have left and just 
not eat or drink anything—including water. I’ve 

heard the human body can survive without food 
for quite a while but without water only a few 
days—maybe a week at the most I guess. 
 

April 2—I have been keeping true to my promise 
and have not eaten anything or drunk water. 
Somehow I feel stronger for some reason and my 
senses are more acute. I should be feeling the 

effects already but for some reason I’m not. 
 
April 3—I still have no plans to change my focus 
to starve myself to death. I just don’t feel like 
living anymore. Death seems better to me at the 
moment than spending years on the streets with 
no hope of ever getting a place to live again. 
 
April 6—I’m not even tempted to eat anything or 
drink. My mouth is very dry but even with all the 
walking I do—I don’t feel any ill-effects except 
maybe I get tired faster. But that’s about it. 
 
April 7—I guess it’s not my time as I woke up 
this morning. I thought by now the grim reaper 
would have paid me a tacky visit like others. 
 

April 8—I’ve decided maybe this starving myself 
to death isn’t such a good idea. It doesn’t seem 
to be working but the more I try to think of the 
future, being dead is all I think about. 

 
April 10—I began to eat a little the other day. 
Just some dried pigeon peas I saw on a tree in 
front of a bank parking lot on King Street. It was 
all I really felt like eating anyway. 
 
April 14—I was passing Kapiolani Park today 
when I saw people being given food. I decided to 
go closer and some old man who looks like Santa 
Claus handed me a plate of rice with chili. I was 
so hungry I gobbled it down and got seconds. I 
thanked him afterwards, surprised that there 
were actually good people left in this world. 
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April 15—I went back for more food today at 
Kapiolani Park where I got food yesterday. 
Seems like this is a regular thing here every 

afternoon—maybe there is hope for me to realize 
that life might be worth living after all. 
 
April 19—I recognized the guy who put up a tent 

near where I camp at the feeding at Kapiolani 
Park today. I tried talking with him later but he’s 
as friendly as a wet blanket. 
 

April 24—I decided upon talking with Bob Erb 
(the man who feeds people) today at Kapiolani 
Park and offered to help. It’s the least I can do 
with someone who does so much for others. 
 

April 26—I see so many people coming to the 
feedings at Kapiolani Park but none of them 
make an effort to help out though they can. 
Some people are just only about themselves. 

 
April 27—Diamond Head seems to have a lot of 
foot traffic at night. I never realized so many 
people frequent the area at night for whatever 

reasons I probably don’t want to know about. 
 
April 28—I hate being homeless. The thought of 
living like this for weeks, months, or even years 

makes me feel like there’s no hope at all. I don’t 
know how people can live this way for years. 
Anyone who likes being homeless must have 
serious mental issues, or just enjoy being lazy. 
 

April 29—I spoke with Bob Erb’s closest friend 
today. I had seen him around but never talked to 
him until today. His name is Austin or something 
and seems to be using Bob Erb for his own 

purposes. He’s really prejudiced for sure. Not 
really religious unless you count being Buddhist 
which he claims to be but doesn’t behave like he 
practices what he preaches to everyone. 

 
May 2—I decided after the feeding at Kapiolani 
Park today to go back to my camp early. My 
unfriendly neighbor was at his tent already and 

seemed surprised by me. He started looking for 
his knife or something when he saw me. He’s a 
total freak for sure and possible a nutty loon. 
 

May 3—Bob Erb is seriously into religion, or 
appears to be anyway. Not sure what to make of 
it—I also met one of his friends, who organizes 
and holds prayer services on Sunday mornings at 
Kapiolani Park. Right away I didn’t buy into his 

holier than thou act and wasn’t shy about making 
it obvious to everyone how I felt either. 
 

May 4—I met yet another one of Bob Erb’s 
“friends” today. He’s creepy with a capitol C. His 
name is Jason East. The best way I can describe 
him is he looks like a massive refrigerator with a 

head. He pretends to be born-again, but he’s not 
fooling me one bit. He’s a fake. I know it and I’m 
sure he knows I know it. It’s not hard to see 
through his fakeness—he’s a bad actor. 

 
May 5—I can’t stand that creep Jason East for 
anything. That freak show is so annoying, 
pretending to be something he’s not. I can’t 
believe Bob Erb can’t see through his behavior. 

 
May 6—I told Bob Erb again today to be really 
wary of Jason East. I just don’t know what it is 
about him, but he really gives me the creeps. 

 
May 7—I spoke with other people at Kapiolani 
Park today and they all say the same thing about 
Jason East. None of them like him and pretty 

much are aware he’s faking being born-again and 
think he’s a total creep like I do. I guess my 
opinions about him are quite accurate after all. 
 

May 8—I got an unplanned visit from someone 
this afternoon at Diamond Head. I was already at 
my camp for the night when I saw this older man 
coming up the trail. I pretended to just be 
sightseeing when he approached me and never 

let on that I was staying there. He acted really 
strange and made all sorts of comments that 
seem to be hinting at something specific, but I 
didn’t take the bait and kept changing the subject 

matter. When he wouldn’t leave, I decided I was 
leaving and he followed me down the trail. 
Once I got the Diamond Head Road I pretended I 
was going to the lookout area around the corner 

and he left in his car. Not sure exactly what he 
was doing up on Diamond Head since it was 
obvious he wasn’t homeless but I certainly wasn’t 
about to ask. Once I was sure he was gone for 

good I went back up the trail and made camp. 
The night wasn’t pleasant by any means as I kept 
thinking he might come back. I’m beginning to 
think maybe this location isn’t as unknown as I 

first thought. But I’m not sure where else I can 
go. I’ve had a few other visitors pass by while I 
was already in my camp, one even surprised me 
early one morning, but at least none of them 
seemed as odd to me like this guy did earlier. 
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Crime & Punishment 
 

© 2015 Street Beat News 
 

Case #7 
 

1974 Murder of Joseph Francis 
 

This case should have been one of the easiest cases to close with a conviction for theft and 
murder—yet for some odd reason justice was sadly denied because of questionable legal 

ethics as well as shoddy police work—and a sly murderer escaped unpunished.  
 

From the site www.law.justia.com  and reprinted in an edited format, excluding minor 
legal jargon sections from the original which is of no importance to the present reader. 

Reformatting of original material was also done in order to fit edited material into the 

space provided. For the original version of this case please visit site listed above. 
 

 

Government of Virgin Islands vs. Milton Roy (Michael) Berry and Leroy Bryan, 

Defendants—District Court, St. Thomas, United States Virgin Islands, November 7, 1974. 
 

 

Act 1 
 

At a suppression hearing held on October 25, 1974, Leroy Bryan 
testified that at about 9:30 PM on Friday evening, March 1, 1974, he 
went to a dance at the Mafolie Clubhouse in St. Thomas [United 
States Virgin Islands]. There he met co-defendant Milton Roy 
(Michael) Berry, and after having several drinks, the two left the 
clubhouse in Berry’s car for “Pier 2,” a bar located near the 
Submarine Base in [downtown] Charlotte Amalie. Bryan further 
testified that he and Berry returned to the dance, at which time 
they were informed that one Joseph Francis had been shot and 
killed in the parking area near the clubhouse. Chief Inspector Griffin 
testified that sometime during the evening, the victim Francis and a 
friend went outside of the clubhouse to see whether their cars were 
properly secured, for it had been rumored that some of the cars 
parked in the area may have been tampered with. While inspecting 
one of their cars, they heard a noise and saw the shadows of two 
figures in an area where other cars were parked, approximately 65 
feet downhill from where they were standing. Francis looked and 
possibly moved toward the area of the noise and shadows. 
At this instant, the companion heard a shot or “explosion” in the 
vicinity of the noise and shadows and saw Francis fall to the ground, 
fatally wounded. An on-the-scene investigation by Chief Inspector 
Griffin revealed that a Mazda automobile about thirty feet from the 
body of the victim had two wheels and tires missing. Behind the 
Mazda was a car which one of the officers recognized as belonging 
to Bryan. Shortly thereafter, Bryan arrived at the scene in a 
Volkswagen owned and driven by Berry. The two were thereupon 
questioned by Inspector Griffin as to their whereabouts 
immediately preceding their arrival. They indicated that they left 
the dance and had gone to “Pier 2” at the Submarine Base for 
pizzas. A later conversation between Griffin and Bryan (detailed 
more fully below) culminated in a search of the trunk of Bryan’s car 
where the two tires belonging to the Mazda were found. This is the 
evidence which Bryan [is now seeking] to suppress as being 
obtained by an allegedly unreasonable and illegal search. Shortly 
thereafter, at about 2:00 AM Bryan and Berry were taken to Fort 
Christian where Bryan made two statements to Detective Hodge; 
one, at 3:20 AM wherein he denied knowledge and, participation in 
the theft of the tires and the killing; the other, at approximately 
11:20 AM wherein he admitted that he and Berry had stolen the 

tires. According to the police blotter, the two were formally booked 
for the murder of Joseph Francis at approximately 6:20 AM and 
then locked up in one of Fort Christian’s cells. Bryan was taken from 
the cell at about 11:00 AM for further questioning by Detective 
Hodge. This portion of the facts is explained in detail below. 
 

Act II 
 

Applying the facts brought out during the hearing in light of the 
above factors, I find that the prosecution has met its burden of 
establishing that Bryan’s consent to search the trunk of his car was 
freely and voluntarily given. Bryan testified that approximately six 
to eight policemen were scattered along the road running from the 
place where his car was parked to the clubhouse where the dance 
was being held. Chief Inspector Griffin estimated that there were 
between eight and ten officers on the scene during his interview 
with Bryan, but added that only he, one other officer and 
codefendant Berry were present in the immediate area of Bryan’s 
car when he requested Bryan to check the trunk. The testimony of 
Bryan and that of Inspector Griffin’s concerning their conversation 
leading to the opening of the trunk of Bryan’s car differ significantly. 
Bryan testified that after Griffin asked him if he had the keys to his 
car, the officer told him to open the trunk. Bryan then complied 
without objection, after which Griffin said, “We found the tires. We 
got them.” Inspector Griffin, on the other hand, testified that he 
asked Bryan to check the trunk of his car, and that the latter did so 
readily and without objection. Griffin testified that upon opening 
the trunk, Bryan exclaimed, “Oh, my God, what is this?” Simply 
stated, Bryan’s version of the encounter adds up to acquiescence on 
his part to lawful authority; Inspector Griffin’s constitutes a free and 
voluntary consent by Bryan to the search of the trunk of his car.  
During oral argument, defense counsel argued, in support of Bryan’s 
version that Bryan certainly would not have freely consented to a 
search which would reveal incriminating objects as markedly 
obtrusive as automobile tires. I disagree with counsel’s analysis of 
the facts. Upon being requested to open the trunk by Inspector 
Griffin, Bryan’s options were either to stand on his rights and refuse 
permission to search, thereby arousing suspicion, or to freely 
consent to the search and feign surprise upon discovering the stolen 
tires. The fact that he chose the latter course of action should in no 
way vitiate the consensual nature of his acquiescence to the search. 
Other than Bryan’s testimony, which I do not find credible on this 
point, there is no evidence of any inherently coercive tactics, either 
from the context and manner of Inspector Griffin’s questioning or 
from the atmosphere in which the questioning took place. 
There is no reason for me to assume that a mere request by the 
officer asking Bryan to open the trunk is presumptively coercive. 
Bryan’s speech and demeanor during direct and cross-examination 
betray the image offered by defense counsel of a confused, 
undereducated and inexperienced youth who would be easily 
swayed by subtle influences. At the hearing, Bryan exhibited a calm 
manner and spoke with articulation that indicated to me experience 
and common intelligence beyond that which his ninth grade 
education would normally indicate. It is doubtful, then, that his will 
had been subverted by Inspector Griffin’s casual and undemanding 
interview on March 2, 1974. It is apparent from the testimony of 
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Inspector Griffin that although the investigation had focused 
somewhat on Bryan and Berry, probable cause to arrest the two did 
not exist prior to the search of Bryan’s car. Upon the arrival of the 
police and detectives at the scene of the shooting, they discovered 
the Mazda with two wheels and tires missing. They immediately 
commenced their investigation by interviewing the owners of all 
vehicles in the area surrounding the Mazda. The police located and 
apparently talked to the owners of all cars parked in the area except 
Bryan who was known by one of the police to be the owner of the 
Volkswagen parked in back of the Mazda. Attention was also drawn 
to Bryan’s car by the fact that it was the only one not securely 
locked and with the window open. After Bryan and Berry arrived at 
the clubhouse area in Berry’s car, Inspector Griffin questioned Berry 
regarding the appearance of his trousers indicating that he may 
have been thrashing through bushes and weeds, but Berry gave no 
responsive answer. These scant facts fall far short of probable cause 
to believe that the two had taken part in either the theft of the tires 
or the shooting. This lack of probable cause is important only in so 
far as it tends to explain Inspector Griffin’s motive in requesting 
Bryan to open the trunk of his car. Had the search of the trunk 
proved fruitless, Inspector Griffin may have been convinced that an 
arrest of Bryan with its possible stigma was unnecessary and that a 
more extensive search pursuant to a warrant was not justified. A 
consent search, then, can be a two-edged sword; not only does a 
successful consent search yield necessary evidence for the 
prosecution of crime, but an unsuccessful one may insure that a 
innocent person is not wrongly charged in any matter. 
 

Act III 
 

Bryan next contends that his 11:20 AM confession to Detective 
Hodge was both involuntary and a product of “unnecessary delay” 
in being presented before a magistrate and, hence, should be 
suppressed. Bryan and Berry were brought to Fort Christian at 
approximately 2:00 AM. After having been warned of his rights and 
having signed a waiver of his rights under Miranda at 2:15 AM, Bryan 
was interrogated by Detectives Hodge and Heath until 3:20 AM, at 
which time Bryan signed a statement. Essentially, his statement 
constituted a denial of involvement in either the theft or the 
shooting. At daybreak, or at about 6:20 AM according to the police 
blotter, there was a routine processing and “booking,” following 
which, Bryan and Berry were put into one of Fort Christian’s cells to 
rest and sleep, as so requested by Bryan. At this point, the 
testimony is conflicting. Bryan testified that at 8:30 AM. Detective 
Hodge called him back to the interrogation room and questioned 
him further. Detective Hodge, however, claimed that Bryan 
remained in his cell undisturbed from approximately 6:20 AM to 
sometime after 11:00 AM, at which time he signed another waiver 
form and thereafter made an incriminating statement. In the 
statement signed at 11:20 AM, Bryan admitted to the theft of the 
tires. Sometime after 12:00 noon Bryan was released on bail, never 
having been brought before a magistrate for arraignment. Bryan 
urges that the failure of the police to bring him before a magistrate 
between the time of his arrest at 2:00 on the morning of March 2 
and his release on bail shortly after the noon hour of that same day 
mandates exclusion of his 11:20 statement. A close analysis of the 
use of the time between 2:00 AM and noon on March 2 clearly 
establishes that there was no “unnecessary delay.” The time 
between 3:20 AM when Bryan made his first statement and 6:20 AM 
when he was put into his cell was spent on routine processing of the 
defendant following his arrest. This span of time, then, cannot be 

deemed unnecessary. During the period of time which followed, 
from daylight to approximately 11:00 AM as Detective Hodge recalls 
it, or an interval of almost five hours, Bryan was given an 
opportunity to rest and to sleep. That period of time, too, was 
unquestionably necessary. Having accepted Detective Hodge’s 
account of the span between 6:20 AM and 11:00 AM as being the 
more credible, I find that the remaining periods of one and one half 
hours from the time of Bryan’s arrest to the making of his first 
statement and the brief interval between 11:00 AM and the 
defendant's second statement given at 11:20 AM do not constitute 
an “unnecessary delay” within the meaning of the rule. He was 
released on bail shortly after the noon hour. During oral argument, 
Bryan’s counsel made no claim that a judge or magistrate was 
available in his chambers or court during the time period in 
question. Bryan was not brought to police headquarters until 2:00 
AM on Saturday morning. Whether, as a matter of public policy, 
there should be routinely available on a twenty-four hour basis and 
on weekends a magistrate for presentments of arrested persons is 
not before me. I can only say that it is not the present practice in the 
District of the Virgin Islands. In the Virgin Islands, Municipal Court 
Judges are available on twenty-four hours call basis to set bail or to 
handle other emergencies, but they are not held out as available at 
all times to conduct presentments and to advise arrested persons of 
their rights. I cannot hold that the failure to have a presentment of 
Bryan before a judge prior to his statement made at 11:20 AM 
following his arrest a few hours before constitutes a violation. 
There is ample authority for the proposition that overnight 
detention for the purpose of presentment the next morning is 
permissible. Bryan’s final contention that his 11:00 AM waiver of 
Miranda rights and subsequent statement were involuntary I find to 
be without merit. This contention is based primarily on the fact that 
by 11:00 AM on March 2, Bryan had been without sleep for 
approximately twenty-eight hours; and that as a consequence of 
this lack of sleep, he has no recollection of either signing the waiver 
or making the incriminating statement. Since I have already 
accepted as credible Detective Hodge’s statement that Bryan was 
given the opportunity to rest and to sleep for approximately five 
and one half hours between daylight and late morning on March 2, 
this contention loses much of its substance. Even if Bryan did not in 
fact sleep during that period, despite an opportunity to do so, his 
complete lack of recollection of the circumstances surrounding the 
second statement is clearly incredible. Again, his demeanor on the 
stand convinces me that his will could not be so easily overcome. 
Bryan’s testimony that various alleged threats were made by 
Detective Hodge, that Hodge promised to reduce bail if Bryan 
cooperated, and that Hodge refused to summon an attorney after 
Bryan had requested one was fully refuted by Detective Hodge and 
remains uncorroborated in the record. 
 

Conclusion 2015 
 

Postscript—Leroy Bryan and his companion Milton Roy (Michael) Berry 

retained shady lawyers and somehow beat the rap (like O. J. Simpson 
20 years later) despite all evidence pointing to their involvement in the 

thefts and murder. Though it wasn’t clear who pulled the trigger and 
killed Joseph Francis that night in March 1974 from the detailed report 

above—the evidence points to Leroy Bryan due to his demeanor when 

questioned. To date no one was ever charged with the murder of 
Joseph Francis but that doesn’t mean it wasn’t known who was 

responsible or whether Bryan’s family was aware of his guilt and 

played innocent. It should also be noted one of Bryan’s siblings killed 
his wife and himself in murder-suicide about a decade or so later in 

California—apparently his family wasn’t exactly candidates for Norman 

Rockwell’s classic “Thanksgiving Gathering” painting from 1943. 
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The excerpt below is taken from the 1915 memoir Diary of a Nursing Sister on the Western Front by 

Kathleen Luard. This book is available online at the Nancy Hanks Lincoln Public Library. To obtain a free 

version of this book on PDF please visit www.nancyhankslincolnpubliclibrary.com and download a copy. 
 
 

 
 

Tuesday, 8 PM August 18th—We had a great send-off in our motor bus, and went on board 
about 2 PM. From then till 7 we watched the embarkation going on, on our own ship and 
another. We have a lot of RE and RFA and ASC, and a great many horses and pontoons and 
ambulance wagons: the horses were very difficult to embark, poor dears. It was an exciting 
scene all the time. I don’t remember anything quite so thrilling as our start off from Ireland. All 
the 600 khaki men on board, and every one on every other ship, and all the crowds on the 
quay, and in boats and on lighthouses, waved and yelled. Then we and the officers and the 
men, severally, had the King’s proclamation read out to us about doing our duty for our 
country, and God blessing us, and how the King is following our every movement. We are 
now going to snatch up a very scratch supper and turn in, only rugs and blankets. 
 
Wednesday, August 19th—We are having a lovely calm and sunny voyage—slowed down in 
the night for a fog. I had a berth by an open porthole, and though rather cold with one blanket 
and a rug (dressing gown in my trunk), enjoyed it very much—cold sea bath in the morning. 
We live on oatmeal biscuits and potted meat, with chocolate and tea and soup squares, some 
bread and butter sometimes, and cocoa at bedtime. There is a routine by bugle call on 
troopships, with a guard, police, and fatigues. The Tommies sleep on bales of forage in the 
after well deck and all over the place. We have one end of the 1st class cabin forrard, and the 
officers have the 2nd class aft for sleeping and meals, but there is a sociable blend on deck 
all day. Two medical officers here were both in South Africa at number 7 when I was 
(Captains in those days), and we have had great cracks on old times and all the people we 
knew. One is commanding a Field Ambulance and goes with the fighting line. 
There are 200 men for Field Ambulances on board. They don’t carry Sisters, worse luck, only 
Padres. We had an impromptu service on deck this afternoon; I played the hymns,—never 
been on a voyage yet without being let in for that. It was run by the three C of E Padres and 
the Wesleyan hand in hand: the latter has been in the Nile Expedition of 1898 and all through 
South Africa. We had Mission Hymns roared by the Tommies, and then a C of E Padre gave 
a short address—quite good. The Wesleyan did an extempore prayer, rather well, and a very 
nice huge C of E man gave the Blessing. Now they are having a Tommies’ concert—a 
talented boy at the piano. At mid-day we passed a French cruiser, going the opposite way. 
They waved and yelled, and we waved and yelled. We are out of sight of English or French 
coast now. I believe we are to be in early tomorrow morning, and will have a long train journey 
probably, but nobody knows anything for certain except where we land—Havre. It seems so 
long since we heard anything about the war, but it is only since yesterday morning. (The 
concert is rather distracting, and the wind is getting up—one of the Tommies has an angelic 
black puppy on his lap, with a red cross on its collar, and there is a black cat about.) 
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Thursday, August 20th, 5 PM, Havre—We got in about 9 o’clock this morning. Havre is a very 
picturesque town, with very high houses, and a great many docks and quays, and an 
enormous amount of shipping. The wharves were as usual lined with waving yelling crowds 
and a great exchange of Vive l’Angleterre from them, and Vive la France from us went on, 
and a lusty roar of the Marseillaise from us. During the morning the horses and pontoons and 
wagons were disembarked, and the RE and Field Ambulances went off to enormous sheds 
on the wharf. We went off in a taxi in batches of five to the Convent de St Jeanne d’Arc, an 
enormous empty school, totally devoid of any furniture except crucifixes! 
Luckily the school washhouse has quite good basins and taps, and we are all camping out, 
three in a room, to sleep on the floor, as our camp kit isn’t available. No one knows if we shall 
be here one night, or a week, or forever! It is a glorious place, with huge high rooms, and 
huge open casements and broad staircases and halls, windows looking over the town to the 
sea. We are high up on a hill. There’s no food here, so we sit on the floor and make our own 
breakfast and tea, and go to a very swanky hotel for lunch and dinner. We are billeted here 
for quarters, and at the hotel for meals. A room full of mattresses has just been discovered to 
our joy, and we have all hauled one up to our rooms, so we shall be in luxury. Just got a 
French paper and seen the Pope is dead, and a very enthusiastic account of the British 
troops at Dunkirk, their marvelous organization, their cheerfulness, and their behavior. 
 
Friday, August 21st—The whole system of Field Medical Service has altered since South 
Africa. The wounded are picked up on the field by the regimental stretcher-bearers, who are 
generally the band, trained in First Aid and Stretcher Drill. They take them to the Bearer 
Section of the Field Ambulance (which used to be called Field Hospital), who take them to the 
Tent Section of the same Field Ambulance, who have been getting the Dressing Station ready 
with sterilizers, & etc., while the Bearer Section are fetching them from the regimental 
stretcher-bearers. They are all drilled to get this ready in twenty minutes in tents, but it takes 
longer in farmhouses. The Field Ambulance then takes them in ambulance wagons (with lying 
down and sitting accommodation) to the Clearing Hospital, with beds, and returns empty to 
the Dressing Station. From the Clearing Hospital they go on to the Stationary Hospital—200 
beds—which is on a railway, and finally in hospital trains to the General Hospital, their last 
stopping place before they get shipped off to Netley and all the English hospitals. The 
General Hospitals are the only ones at present to carry Sisters; 500 beds is the minimum and 
they are capable of expanding indefinitely. There is a large staff of harassed-looking landing 
officers here, with AMLO on a white armband for the medical people; a great many troopships 
are coming from Southampton; you hear their signals in the harbor all night and day. We had 
a very good night on our mattresses, but it was rather cold towards morning. 
 
Saturday, August 22nd—Havre is a big base for our Expeditionary Force. Troopships are 
arriving every day, and every fighting man is being hurried up to the Front, and they cannot 
block the lines and trains with all these big hospitals yet. The news from the Front looks bad 
today. Everybody is hoping it doesn’t mean staying here permanently, but you never know 
your luck. The base hospitals, of course, are always filling up with men who may be able to 
return to duty, and hopeless cases who got well enough for a hospital ship for home. 
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Social Thoughts and a Royal 
Sighting in Town 

 

Spring 2014 
 

Princes William and Harry Attend Local Wedding 

 

Life here in Memphis is pretty dull except if you’re an 

Elvis Presley fan and then you think it’s cool to live 
here—but other than that it’s dullsville year round. I 
work at a restaurant and I should know dull like 

nobody. Customers are mostly jerks every time I work 
the late shift—asking for every kind of extra you can 
give them. Cheap bastards are what I call them when 

they’re not listening—and they are. Some of these 
assholes have more money than God and still they act 

like it’ll break their bank if they pay full price for 
something. And tips—please—don’t me started on 
these fools. They think giving you a dollar after buying 

a meal for over four hundred dollars for seven people 
is a good tip—sometimes I just want to let them have 

it and make sure they leave and never come back—at 
least not with their attitude. None of these types have 
ever worked a day in their goddamned miserable lives 

and have no idea how it is to work six days a week and 
then have to deal with their crap. Bet they couldn’t 
handle one hour much less two weeks of waiting tables 

like I’ve done for the past two years. And why do you 
ask—well, my daddy isn’t rich and I have to help out 

with my own bills in order to make things easier on my 
family and still get an education at the same time. 

But at least last week wasn’t so dull with the big news 

hoopla over Princes William and Harry hanging in 
Memphis for the wedding of their friend Guy Pelly. 

Though I heard he has a pretty sordid past—I guess 
he’s a better friend to them than most. Imagine my 

surprise when they stopped by the restaurant I work at 
for a bite. I played it cool—and they were nice and 
friendly despite having so many security men around 

them. I guess Princess Diana did do a good job raising 
them to be normal folks and not think money can buy 

everything. There were so many people outside you’d 
think there was a movie premiere going on inside but 
no, just two members of British royalty getting a taste 

of food we take for granted all the time because we 
are so accustomed to eating this kind of slop daily. 

I heard later they visited Graceland and did the tourist 

thing. I’m not sure they really can appreciate Presley 

since they were both born after he kicked it but maybe 
they just had to stop by to tell everyone back home 
they visited the famed former home of one of music’s 

biggest pioneers. The wedding was held at the Hunt 
and Polo Club and from what I heard it was not open 
to weird gawkers—and I bet there were plenty of those 

there too since they had nothing better to do. 

Of course that was all that anyone talked about at the 

restaurant and after a while it got pretty annoying to 
keep having to answer the same questions over and 

over about the exact same things. You’d think people 
would have better things to do than spend time 
wondering how other people lived when they should be 

wondering how they’re going to put food on the table 
or pay bills—or end up on the streets homeless and 

alone because they didn’t prepare for reality. 

I was back to real life soon enough when an idiot 

customer began demanding he get a price cut because 
he thought he shouldn’t have to pay so much for 
something he can cook himself at home. So, of course 

one of our staff had the balls to tell this particular 
moronic jackass off and then made it clear if he 

thought the price was too high—just stay home next 
time and then he wouldn’t have to bitch that he was 
going to lose the entire farm paying for dinner. 

This idiot really got in the face of my friend and then 
made a comment about taking it outside. My friend 

took off his apron and followed the guy outside 
immediately—I know he wasn’t worried because he 

actually boxes at school. He had a break coming so our 
manager had no clue about what was going down—and 
about six minutes later he returned. He shirt had a 

torn pocket but that was all—he laughed, saying he 
broke the guy’s nose and wrenched his shoulder out of 
place—before the coward took off in his jeep saying he 

was gonna call the cops. I thought the place would be 
swarming with cops afterwards but no one came by 

later and no one knew what had happened except for a 
few of us employees—who of course kept quiet about 
what had happened earlier in the parking lot. 

This job helps with the money but I seriously need to 
find something with less drama. I have too much at 

stake and getting out of this town is the first of my 
plans to change my life from what it has been so far up 

to college. My parents are actually down with the idea 
to leave also and maybe move to Houston or Phoenix 
where there’s more opportunity. My dad is a 

construction worker and lately the money hasn’t been 
good. But at least I can say this about the man—he’s 

been a good father and never once had a negative 
thing to say about choices I may have made in the 
past that were less than what others would consider to 

be a smart move. How many other college kids my age 
can say they love hanging with their parents—simply 
because they’re easy to talk to? I’m majoring in 

finance and hoping to start some sort of Internet 
business that is the next big thing—would be so great 

to do something for the folks so they could retire after 
all their years of sacrificing for me and my brother our 
entire lives. As for my little bro—he lives in his own 

world thinking everyone should show him respect. I 
want to beat up on the little punk sometimes when he 

acts like that—maybe someday soon I will. 
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Too Many Bad Things Happening in 
This City to Forget 

 

Spring 2014 
 

Large City—Even Larger Crime Problem 

 

If you think New York City is a crime hub, then try 

Houston, Texas. Damn, this is the fourth largest city in 
the U. S. and the crime here is out of control. So many 

things going wrong and no one appears to be doing 
anything about it—this place needs help before it 
spirals too far into a cesspool of violence. 

Today there was a crazy scene not far from where I 

live with some guy trying to run down some other 
joker in front of the cops. Like seriously—the cops 
were already at the scene dealing with an apparent 

murder and then you see this guy hitting someone’s 
car with a bike and the driver driving away only to 
return with what seemed like the intent to run down a 

whole mess of people. It was a trip for sure watching 
this video later but knowing it was just down the ways 

from my neighborhood was a freaky deal. 

As usual the cops seemed totally unprepared to handle 

what they were encountering and seemed to take 
more than enough minutes to try and decide what they 
should do. Don’t they train cops anymore? Or are they 

just training these fools to pick up hookers and hang at 
the local donut shop in their neighborhood, stuffing 

their faces with endless donuts while they pretend to a 
clueless public they’re working hard to stomp out 
crime? It was surreal to see this video of the events 

mentioned above and to realize the cops at the scene 
were more confused than the people who were almost 

run down by someone clearly unstable. 

At work later everyone was talking about the video and 

no one seemed to be able to figure out the lack of 
reaction from the cops at the scene before I brought it 
up—which led to many of my co-workers saying the 

same that we have to address this issue if crime in 
Houston is going to be checked. Of course that was the 

right idea and we all who work at the help center in 
the middle of the hardest hit areas of the city agreed. 
Day after day we try to help people with advice, jobs, 

and locations where to obtain food. But mostly this 
problem exists because of the huge drug problem 
faced by the city in general. Drug dealing is rampant 

even in the “good neighborhoods” and nothing seems 
to be done about curbing this really serious problem 

which has even permeated local junior and high 
schools as criminal-minded students themselves have 
begun selling drugs to their classmates right under the 

noses of teachers who are oblivious to this occurring 
on any given day within the confines of a seemingly 

safe area where you’d think this wouldn’t happen. 

Our office has handled so many cases dealing with 

parents bringing their children to us for help, saying 
they have a drug problem and the particular school 

they attend refuse to address the drug situation 
appropriately or pretend it’s not really happening in 
their backyard. But as we look at some of these 

addicts we see clear evidence of drug use in many 
without really having to do a drug test to know for 

sure. One girl in particular was so high on prescription 
drugs she kept saying she was talking to a dead 
classmate. Her classmate by the way had died of a 

drug overdose several months before. With no way to 
help we offered her parents sage advice—have their 
child declared incompetent and admit her against her 

own will to a drug rehab clinic. At first they didn’t want 
to faced the “child abuse” idea outright—but after 

making it clear that it was either this step or they 
needed to prepare for a funeral within the next few 
months—as it clear to us that their daughter would 

take her own life if this problem wasn’t handled the 
correct way—which was drug rehab. Months later the 

girl’s parents stopped by our offices to let us know 
their daughter had successfully begun treatment after 
being weaned off her drug dependency on prescription 

pills—they told us she was happy and glad they’d 
admitted her to drug rehab in order to save her life. 

There aren’t always stories with happy endings. One 

single mother tried in vain to get her sixteen year old 

son help for his addiction to cocaine. But by the time 
he was willing to face reality and get help it was too 
late. He died inside an ambulance on the way to the 

hospital after overdosing and calling for help when he 
realized he was in trouble. If the story couldn’t get any 
worse his fifteen year old girlfriend was also an addict 

and pregnant with his child. She was admitted to a 
clinic immediately afterwards and from we heard she 

has been successful in fighting her addiction. Her baby 
somehow wasn’t affected and was born healthy. 

Crime needs to be addressed in order for Houston to 

clean up its act. First up—cops needs to be retrained to 
handle everything thrown their way—whether it is a 

car running down people on the streets, drug dealers, 
home robbery invasion, and police corruption. Acting 

like there’s no problem or they’re handling it doesn’t 
make changes happen. Facing facts and not backing 
down achieves results. Otherwise things will continue 

to go from bad to worse—if we’re not there already. 
From my experiences dealing with drug usage among 

teenagers or families torn apart because someone is in 
jail for a crime which could have been easily prevented 
and addressed before it got to a point of no return. 

One way to prevent most juvenile crimes in large cities 
is reestablishing afterschool programs. All at risk 

teenagers without guidance leads to unplanned 
pregnancies and drug addiction—and adults without 

goals—lead to a lengthy stay in prison or death. 
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Excerpt 5 
 

Ivan’s decadent power reverberated through the streets of the bottom dwellers, and you could feel and taste 

the man; despite that this city lay hundreds of miles from Ivan and his magistrates, he was an inescapable 
toxin. Lucy had decided to start her campaign trail in Cambridge, Massachusetts, in the city which housed the 

bottom dwellers closest to Harvard University. Harvard and the proletariat filled city, which surrounded it, may 

not have been the center of politics as Stanford was, but it was the creator of culture, disseminating the 

religion and ideology which the people of America, of the world, now lovingly embraced. 
The citizens here were avid Dollarologists and attended weekly sermons at the Free Market chapel or 

Neoliberal Church. They worshipped Ivan, and they would revere Rob Advert as people of ancient times revered 

God. This is why, more than any other American citizen, the bottom dwellers of Cambridge would be the most 

difficult to win over. Lucy began her quest here, in the city which would require ultimate energy. It was 

certain the other campus cities would drain her, so she could not leave the hard-headed Harvardians for last. 
While the top 1% all reigned over Stanford’s campus, only a portion of the next 49% in the income 

bracket lived in the layer sandwiched between Stanford’s campus and its bottom dwellers. The rest lived on the 

campuses of major universities spread across the globe, the most populated being M.I.T., Columbia, Harvard, 

Oxford, Hong Kong, and Delhi University. The bottom dwellers inhabited the outskirts of these campuses, while 
the corporations and their executives, as well as all university professors, resided within the gates of these 

prestigious college campuses. Lucy would need to visit every major campus and all of the bottom dweller areas 

if she was going to defeat Rob Advert. Stanford would be the last campus on her campaign trail for she feared 

Ivan would find her. Well, he would find her regardless, but at least by starting on the opposite end of the 

continent, she would have a chance to campaign, at least once. Stanford would be last for another reason: 
Julia. The one person she feared more than Ivan. Ivan would merely pluck Rob away. Crush her chances of 

enacting change. Julia, however, would remind Lucy that her life was without love. 

This former friend would be much easier to face if the campaign became successful. If she thought she 

might have a chance to salvage her relationship with Julia and Mike. Broken pavement lined the streets of the 
bottom dwellers, for they no longer drove cars. Cars were only for the very rich. 

Most of the rabble could walk from home to work within their own communities. Each rabble city had at 

least two factories; this one had four. Four identical, windowless, grungy, run-down factories. Two still had 

chimneys which shot tunnels of black smoke into the air and only one had an emergency exit. 

The other three, amid the walls of chipped away concrete, possessed only one arching doorway, no door, 
but an opening that gave some grace to the place, and allowed some cool air to enter its passageways. Most of 

the bottom dwellers toiled in the factory a few hours a day, making cheap goods or operating some machinery 

that also made cheap goods. If they did not work at one of these gloomy factories, they worked at IvanMart, 

which housed a food court with the only restaurants a town of such squalor could provide. 
Roughly ten apartment complexes existed in this town. Grimy and black, with no working air, too hot heat, 

and little running water, they also lacked windows. This wouldn’t have been so awful if the electricity had been 

reliable. But it wasn’t. There were no houses in this sector of the world, but there was a fence. 

If any bottom dwellers chose to leave their vicinity, the surveillance would catch them and a robot fly 

would follow them to ensure they would not cause trouble. Of course, they could take a vacation to other 
bottom dweller towns and bottom dweller airports, but they could rarely fly, as their measly wages could barely 

afford them a VacTrain ticket every now and again. Even when they could, their VacTrain only connected to 

other bottom dweller towns. They did not seem to care, as the cheap goods from IvanMart seemed to suffice 

and make them happy. Lucy traveled the town after hours, when at least the factory workers were off work. 
Most of them were in their houses or shopping at IvanMart. The few who were outside either sat on benches 

or walked aimlessly, absorbed in their Higgs sunglasses. Ivan had started a line called Higgs Reality Games, and 

the products varied from simulator machines and video games to their most popular product, the Higgs Shades. 

These sunglasses transported its users to a virtual reality where they could live out their every fantasy. 

Bonnie Dawson, for instance, in her drab, faux wool coat and shabby black dress, her feet black and 
shoeless, had always dreamed of visiting the jungle and being free. Her Higgs glasses had created a jungle and 

transformed her into a lion, King of the Jungle. She gracefully chased away a monkey and galloped through the 

foliage, her roar blew back her hair, highlighting her lioness beauty, and a pride of forty followed behind her 

in admiration. But to Lucy, her only real onlooker, Bonnie was a woman who hadn’t showered in quite a while, 
running clumsily through the uneven streets, narrowly missing the shoulders of other pedestrians, who didn’t 

even notice her as they were absorbed in their own virtual games, absconding from reality, as Bonnie Dawson 

ran about jumping on benches, even falling on a man who didn’t seem to notice her. 
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This man, who liked to call himself Sir Edward, for he fancied a life where he had status and prestige, 

lingered in an ongoing fantasy where he was fantastically rich, even richer than Ivan. He barely noticed that 
his real residence was one of oozing grime, for he did not spend much time there. At least not consciously. 

Most of his non-working moments (and he was an underemployed fast-food worker who flipped burgers and 

spat in fries) were spent living the life he knew he deserved. Born to bottom dwellers, he could not afford a 

college education, which would have given him a small chance of advancing up the economic ladder. But he 
was brilliant. Perhaps more so than the richest men on Earth, than university professors. 

It did not suit him to stay and dwell among the rabble, to mix amongst a class to which he did not 

belong. No, he spent his time in his Higgs Mansion. A large house made of gold, complete with a pool, hot tub, 

tennis court, and private movie theater. Three butlers served his every whim, and an elaborate security system 

consisting of a moat, private guards, and a small militia, all served to guarantee his security. 
No one, even if they passed the Ivory Gates that protected the Stanford community, could shoot him or 

harm him in any way. Nor could anyone rape his wife or hurt his adorable little girl. His gorgeous, supermodel 

wife with a sea of blonde, mermaid locks, glowing ocean-hued eyes, and legs for days. 

His daughter looked like a miniature version of her mother and was always hankering for a cookie. This 
was a life he deserved. If anyone asked, he was Sir Edward and this was his reality. To him, the world where 

he was a lonely bachelor dishing out French fries barely existed. That regular man who lived alongside the 

rabble was simply a recurring nightmare of what life would have been like if he wasn’t so fabulous. 

Sure, it haunted him a little bit, for that part of him, he could not escape. 

Lucy found it useless to budge these cyborg-like beings, rendered deaf to the world outside of their virtual 
ones, so she decided to wander inside IvanMart, where people would actually, at least for the duration of their 

shopping trip, be present in their physical world, and she would be able to initiate a conversation. I’ll worry 
about getting the attention of those Higgs drones later. Every IvanMart looked identical. Red shopping carts 
lined the outside of the shops the way fountains and gardens lay before castle entryways. 

Thirty automatically operated registers and ten human operated ones were the first things customers saw 

upon entering a store as the fluorescent lighting simultaneously nauseated them with headaches. 

Pungent smells of other shoppers and fast food spoiled the air. The food was on the right side of the 

store, in front of the checkout lanes, clothes in the middle, and everything else to the left. 

Lucy always felt like a sardine in IvanMart, and this bottom dweller store was the most crowded one she 
had ever entered. She laughed to herself as she recognized that nearly a third of the shoppers were robots. 

People were shopping with robot spouses and friends. I remember making that robot! That’s good ‘ol Mitch…my 
first robot spouse! The engineer could not help but feel excited. The untrained eye would take them for humans, 

but Lucy, of course, was their creator. Today, the robots failed to catch anyone’s attention. Instead, everyone 
took notice of Lucy, the only shopper without a cart. Lila Vilette, the shopper nearest Lucy, breathed a sigh of 

relief when she saw all eyes averted towards Lucy. Lila, besides being socially awkward, was a far cry from 

attractive. All her life, she had watched television and read magazines depicting beautiful men and women. 

The men who agreed to date her always fell short of the male models she constantly gazed upon, and it 

had become her deepest desire to win the heart of a gorgeous man. One who would make other women swoon 
and show the world that she, Lila Vilette, was special. After all, you could not possibly marry a beautiful man 

without being worth something. She had ordered a robot husband. With dreamy blue eyes and chiseled biceps, a 

curly mop of chocolate locks adorning his scalp, Lila quickly gained the admiration of her neighbors.  

She had to, of course, keep her distance in order to protect her deepest, darkest secret: her husband was 
created by science. It was taboo not to have friends, so she had purchased one of those, too, a plain looking 

female. Both James, her husband, and Daphne, her BFF, were programmed to engage in social niceties and 

converse about the latest television shows and virtual reality gadgets. No one ever guessed they were robots. 

All for a week’s pay. Lucy had designed James and Daphne. James, the all-to-perfect male, was modeled after 

Ivan, the only male who looked too perfect but still won the hearts of nearly every female he encountered. 
Besides Julia, of course. Daphne, the everyday female, the non-threatening woman, was a combination of 

students Lucy had taught. Now, people like Lila could pretend to have a friend, a husband, and arouse jealousy 

in their neighbors. Alone, with her robots, Lila could pretend to be happy. 

At least, her desire to attain an attractive spouse was fulfilled. Nobody would ever know she had no real 
friends or family. That she ate dinner, every night, alongside two, lifeless bodies. 

Lucy reminisced over the days when people used to acquire a cat or dog as a companion. 

Now, they were too expensive for all but the elite, and the warm purring of a cat and soft licking of a 

dog were now but distant memories in the minds of the few who could still remember. 

Lucy sighed as she thought how lonely these bottom dwellers must be. There are so many robot friends 
and spouses here. Practically my entire market is in one store. There are so many people here…alone…so many 
live people. Too bad they don’t just talk to one another. 

There were so many of them, cramped together in one tight place, but they barely knew each other, 

confined to interacting with their virtual worlds, their robots, and perhaps a few words at the cash register. If 
they truly knew each other, it would have dawned upon someone that Lila, the women with the yellow, snaggle 

tooth and crooked nose, had a robot for a husband.  If anyone ever really bothered to pay attention. 

Talk to her. Deciding to take advantage of the attention the shoppers paid her, for the sole reason that 

she had entered the store without a cart, Lucy walked over to the nearest cash register, dragging Rob Advert 

along, pulling him on top of the conveyor belt, grabbing the cashier’s megaphone. 
 

 

To purchase a copy of America, Inc. please visit: www.vinspirepublishing.com 
 

The final 2 excerpts will be published in the November-December 2016 issue. 
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© 2012 Street Beat News 

 

The editorials below and in the following page are reprinted 

from three 2012 editions of Street Beat News—which was a 

popular Honolulu social issues print and online newspaper 

of which Opinion America was inspired by—and of which 

officially folded production in late 2015. All material is 

reprinted with minor corrections to the original copies. 

Slight reformatting of the originals was done as well when 

necessary in order for the reprinted material to fit into the 

present space provided below as well as the next page. 

 

Harsh Truth 
Absolutely Fair and Balanced Facts 

 
This essay was originally published prior to the 2012 elections and given the current state of 
differences for this upcoming election it was thought this essay still holds true to the reality 
currently playing out as apparently not much has changed during the last four + years. 

 

OK, here is the deal. Republicans are trying to make it 
look like President Barack Obama made the mess our 
country is having presently. And not that he didn’t make 
a mess of his own by not following the goals he set for 

the country when he was elected in 2008, but seriously 
folks, it is they who created the economic disaster that 
exists today not Obama. Have anyone forgotten Iraq? 
Nope. Except if you’re a stupid Republican who loves 

guns (so you can go out and hunt helpless defenseless 
animals), FOX News, and, or pretend you love God with 
your so-called religious leanings when in reality you love 
money—so much that you worship it as if it’s your 

master. I guess the reality is this: Republicans ruined 
this country and put endless people out of work by 
sending jobs overseas along with the companies that 
were supposed to be American but now calls China 

home just so they could make a profit at the expense of 
us Americans whom they claim to be loyal to, yet they 
complain that too many folks are on welfare and food 
stamps, but still they refuse to face the part they played 
in making this a tragic fact for people who had spent 

their entire lives working for US based companies then 
suddenly faced unemployment with no chance of getting 
another job with the same pay. I mean, what does 
Romney think these people he calls parasites (yeah he 

called poor people parasites) should do, go work at 
McDonald’s until they drop dead at seventy (if they live 
that long) because of what he and others like him did to 
America? Yeah, right. If he and his cronies had thought 

ahead maybe they would have seen this coming, but, 
no, he was too busy looking at his bank account and 
thinking how he would spend all his ill-gotten money on 
fancy cars, boats, and homes all across the country. 

How can anyone find decent employment today when so 
many jobs are located outside the country because of 

these fascists creeps? Yep, that’s right, while Mitt 
Romney and Paul Ryan actually had the nerve to 
pretend that this isn’t so while they were on the 
campaign trail recently, it actually is, sad but true. 
Big business is all those two care about and it seems to 
me they’re intent on selling what’s left of this country to 
the highest bidder no matter how many lies they have to 

tell to achieve this dubious goal in order to make even 
more money than they already have and don’t need. By 
the way folks, have anyone noticed how eerily similar 
Paul Ryan looks like former child actor Butch Patrick 

from The Munsters? Seriously folks, he looks like 
Patrick’s long-lost son, and absolutely just as creepy I 
might add. But enough of making trivial comments on 
Ryan’s appearance and back to the mess our country is 
in right now because of incredibly greedy people who 
think ruining other people’s lives is perfectly OK as long 
as they make money. Have we forgotten the botched 
attempts by incredibly stupid former President George 
W. Bush to sell our ports to the Arabs? I mean, how 
dumb can you get? Yet his Republicans cohorts were all 
behind the deal no matter the impact later. 
What would have happened if the Arabs then decided to 
close our ports unless we do what they said? Of course 

those buffoons never thought that far ahead because in 
their minds it couldn’t, wouldn’t, dare happen—or better 
yet, no one would ever try gameplay like that, yeah 
right, tell that to the 9/11 terrorists when they literally 

danced themselves onto our planes and threw us for a 
loop. Greed for more money knows no bounds with 
these people (Republicans) when it comes to getting 
what they want at other people’s expense and misery. 
They’ll sell their own mothers for a penny in order to 
make a profit. They are nothing but soulless, greedy, 
and ignorant morons who actually believe they are 
smarter than everyone else because their parents paid 
for their education and lifestyle when in fact the truth 
couldn’t be any more opposite. I guess no one ever told 
them that just because they had their college education 
paid for beforehand doesn’t make them intelligent since 
they obviously didn’t learn anything except to foolishly 

believe going to college makes you smart which isn’t 
true no matter how many spins you put on the story. 
They would probably argue that point until their last 
breath refusing to admit the truth, but everyone (with a 

brain) knows that money can’t buy everything no matter 
how many say otherwise. You can’t buy love, (and no 
folks, prostitutes don’t count) class, respectability, 
friendship, immortality, intelligence, (case in point, the 
Kennedys) and most importantly common sense. 
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Obviously all the money in the world hasn’t been able to 
buy any of them a brain. I guess they should go see the 
‘Wizard’ in the land of ‘Oz’ since everything else (in their 
make-believe reality) has failed miserably. Romney and 
Ryan are all about power for rich folks, and about 
control of poor folks and how they live. This country 
needs leaders that want to help everyone, not just the 

rich, or big business types those two are so fond of. 
And, yeah, just in case you’re wondering, Romney 
actually was quoted as saying that poor people are 
parasites in America (as mentioned earlier) and not 

really worthy of his representation. I swear, he, and 
others like him are a disgrace to Americans everywhere. 
Not only is he clueless, ignorant and cold-hearted, but 
that jerk helped to drag our economy down into the 
toilet with his business practices and now still wants to 
blame those whose lives he destroyed with his evil 
schemes to make a profit at whatever costs necessary 
by making it look that they’re lazy and parasitic too? 
Shame on him, these people he so carelessly referred to 
as parasites worked for many years, toiling away in 
factories, stores, restaurants, and offices to make a 
better life for their families, and then he and others like 
him, sent their jobs overseas, screwing up their futures 
in the process, and now he thinks they’re a drain on the 
economy because they’re dependent the government for 
help? By the way the same government that should 
have been there for them and not for the interest of big 

businesses. And yet he thinks he is superior to everyone 
else because he’s got money? His ego is way higher 
than his IQ, that’s for sure. Too bad the public isn’t 
being fooled. Maybe the Republicans and their obvious 
hypocritical behavior as well as ever-changing morals 
can be bought by clueless idiots like the people at FOX 
News but not those who see through their facade. 
Romney’s fascist friends at FOX News, or should I say 
FOX Tabloid has been spreading so much bad press 
about Obama, too bad they can’t see how badly their 
“so-called savior” is doing in polls because they’re so 
ignorant of reality. Granted most of the American public 
isn’t too bright by any means, but stupid only goes so 
far in America before even the dumbest types see 
through someone’s lies sooner or later. People need to 
wake up and make changes before the problem 
becomes unfixable and we have a revolution between 
the poor and the rich. And yeah, don’t think something 
like that can’t happen either. England, France, and 
Russia are proof it can happen—and did, look it up in 
Google if you think I’m making it up. The deal presently 
is simple, immediately vote out corrupt types and 
threaten instant recalls if promises are not kept. Most of 
all have term limits. No more career politicians. 
Since Presidents, Governors and Mayors already have 
term limits, how about we go further by having senators 
and congressmen serve only two terms as well? 

Then to add further insult to injury, once politicians 
serve two terms in a specific office, pass laws so they 
can’t run for any other political office. This would mean 
if you were a two-term senator, you couldn’t run for 
President. By doing this the doors are open to more 
people being involved in politics and therefore cut 
corruption out of most careers since once out of politics 

they would have to find real jobs. And, oh, to add even 
further to the deal mentioned previously, no pensions, 
security personnel, or medical insurance once you are 
no longer in office. Want to make a bet those in politics 

would hate this deal, especially since they’ve done 
everything in their power to cut pensions and medical 
insurance for the ‘little guy’—only to find themselves 
with the same crappy deal. I say it’s time we have this 
idea forced upon the country. What a difference 
something like this could make, huh? Republicans would 
be aghast at the prospect of ending up homeless if they 
were forced to live with the situations they have created 
for their fellow citizens, but it would actually be funny 
seeing trash like George W. Bush collecting cans on the 
streets like so many older Americans have been forced 
to do because of the damage he caused the country 
while in office. But as for the present issues we face at 
the moment, this country needs to go back to what it 
once was. Jobs, real jobs, not dead-end disasters with 
no futures. If anyone wants to really fix the homeless 
situation here on Oahu, and on the mainland, the focus 

is simple. Create real jobs that have a future, not ones 
that look good but really have no substance. Training is 
the key. Train unemployed people for computers and 
other fields that can lead someone out of the no future 
homeless mess that currently is sweeping the nation like 
wildfire, ignore this idea and expect even more homeless 
people in the coming years on Oahu and the mainland. 
Worse, I guarantee if this warning isn’t heeded even 
more people will be on welfare and food stamps with 
absolutely no chance to get out from under the shadow 
of hopelessness or for that matter make a difference so 
the next generation of college graduates don’t 
automatically end up living solely through government 
funds because there are no jobs since every company 
presently still here will be located overseas in a few 
years thanks to bastards like Romney and Ryan selling 
our futures just to make a profit for themselves. 
These two and so many others are intent to continue 
the cycle of ignoring their fellow Americans and 
worshipping the mighty dollar, thinking the ends justify 
the means—until they realize too late their futures and 
those of their children have been tarnished by their 
callous behavior toward the country they profess to 
adore but in reality couldn’t give a damn about. 
 

There’s an old saying ‘that those who don’t learn from the 
mistakes of the past will repeat them.’ This may seem a 

bland statement, but trust me, it still holds true today. 
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The story below was originally published in The New York Times 

on September 21, 2012 and written by Larkin Warren. This story is 

printed here in its entirety in order to enhance the opinion piece 

emailed to us in the previous section as well as to factually 

acknowledge that Mitt Romney’s assessment of welfare 

recipients in the United States is false and misleading clearly 

showing his obvious lack of life experience when dealing with 

the truth as it is today and not as he would wish it to be. 
 

I Was a Welfare Mother 
 

Bethel, Connecticut—I was a welfare mother, 
“dependent upon government,” as Mitt Romney 

so bluntly put it in a video that has gone viral. 
“My job is not to worry about those people,” he 
said. “I’ll never convince them that they should 
take personal responsibility and care for their 

lives.” But for me, applying for government 
benefits was exactly that—a way of taking 
responsibility for myself and my son during a 
difficult time in our lives. Those resources kept us 

going for four years. Anyone waiting for me to 
apologize shouldn’t hold his breath. Almost 40 
years ago, working two jobs, with an ex-husband 
who was doing little to help, I came home late 

one night to my parents’ house, where I was 
living at the time. My mother was sitting at the 
card table, furiously filling out forms. It was my 
application for readmission to college, and she’d 
done nearly everything. She said she’d write the 

essay, too, if I wouldn’t. You have to get back on 
track, she told me. I sat down with her and 
began writing. And so, eight years after I’d 
flunked out, gotten pregnant, eloped, had a child, 

divorced, and then fumbled my first few do-overs 
of jobs and relationships, I was readmitted to the 
University of New Hampshire as a full-time 
undergraduate. I received a Basic Educational 

Opportunity Grant, a work-study grant and the 
first in a series of college loans. I found an 
apartment—subsidized, Section 8—about two 
miles from campus. Within days, I met other 

single-mom students. We’d each arrived there by 
a different route, some falling out of the middle 
class, others fighting to get up into it, but we 
shared the same goal: to make a better future. 

By the end of the first semester, I knew that my 
savings & work-study earnings wouldn’t be 
enough. My parents could help a little, but at that 
point they had big life problems of their own. 
If I dropped to a part-time schedule, I’d lose my 

work-study job and grants; if I dropped out, I’d 
be back to zero, with student loan debt. That’s 
when a friend suggested food stamps and AFDC 
(Aid to Families with Dependent Children). Me, a 

welfare mother? I’d been earning paychecks since 

the seventh grade. My parents were Great 
Depression children, both ex-Marines. They’d 
always taught self-reliance. And I had grown up 

hearing that anyone “on the dole” was scum. But 
my friend pointed out I was below the poverty 
line and sliding. I had a small child. Tuition was 
due. So I went to my dad. He listened, did the 

calculations with me, and finally said: “I never 
used the G.I. Bill. I wish I had. Go ahead, do 
this.” My mother had already voted. “Do not quit. 
Do. Not.” My initial allotment (which edged up 

slightly over the next three years) was a little 
more than $250 a month. Rent was around $150. 
We qualified for $75 in food stamps, which 
couldn’t be used for toilet paper, bathroom 
cleanser, Band-Aids, tampons, soap, shampoo, 

aspirin, toothpaste or, of course, the phone bill, 
or gas, insurance, or snow tires for the car. At 
the end of the day, my son and I came home to 
my homework, his homework, leftover spaghetti, 

generic food in dusty white boxes. The mac-and-
cheese in particular looked like nuclear waste and 
tasted like feet. “Let’s have scrambled eggs 
again!” chirped my game kid. We always ran out 

of food and supplies before we ran out of month. 
There were nights I was so blind from books and 
deadlines and worry that I put my head on my 
desk and wept while my boy slept his boy 

dreams. I hoped he didn’t hear me, but of course 
he did. The college-loan folks knew about the 
work-study grants, the welfare office knew about 
the college loans, and each application form was 
a sworn form, my signature attesting to the truth 

of the numbers. Still, I constantly worried that I’d 
lose our benefits. More than once, the state sent 
“inspectors”—a knock at the door, someone 
insisting he had a right to inspect the premises. 

One inspector, fixating on my closet, fingered a 
navy blue Brooks Brothers blazer that I wore to 
work. “I’d be interested to know how you can 
afford this,” she said. It was from a yard sale. 

“Take your hands off my clothing,” I said. My 
benefits were promptly suspended pending status 
clarification. I had to borrow from friends for food 
and rent, not to mention toilet paper. That’s not 

to say we didn’t have angels: work-study 
supervisors, academic advisers and a social 
worker assigned to “nontraditional” students, 
which, in addition to women like me, increasingly 

included military veterans and older people 
coming in to retrofit their careers. Faculty 
members were used to panicked students whose 
kids had the flu during finals. Every semester, I 
had at least one incomplete course, with petitions 

for extensions. One literature professor, seeing 
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my desperation, gave me a copy of The 
Awakening by Kate Chopin to read and critique 
for extra credit. “But it’s not a primer,” he 

cautioned. (Spoiler: she walks into the ocean and 
dies.) With help, I graduated. That day, over the 
heads of the crowd, my 11-year-old’s voice rang 
out like an All Clear: “Yay, Mom!” Two weeks 

later, I was off welfare and in an administrative 
job in the English department. Part of my work 
included advising other nontraditional students, 
guiding them through the same maze I’d just 

completed, one course, one semester, at a time. 
In the years since, the programs that helped me 
have changed. In the 1980s, the Basic 
Educational Opportunity Grant became the Pell 
Grant (which Paul Ryan’s budget would cut). 

In the 1990s, AFDC was replaced by block grants 
to the states, a program called Temporary 
Assistance for Needy Families. States can and do 
divert that money for other programs, and to 

plug holes in the state budget. And a single 
mother applying for aid today would face time 
limits and eligibility requirements that I did not. 
Thanks to budget cuts, she would also have a 

smaller base of the invaluable human resources 
like social workers, faculty members, university 
facilities—that were so important to me. Since 
then, I’ve remarried, co-written books, worked as 

a magazine editor and finally paid off my college 
loans. My husband and I have paid big taxes and 
raised a hardworking son who pays a chunk of 
change as well. We pay for sidewalks, 
streetlights, sanitation trucks, the military (we 

have three nephews in uniform, two deployed), 
police and fire departments, open emergency 
rooms, teachers, bus drivers, museums, libraries, 
and campuses where people’s lives are saved, 

enriched and raised up every day. My country 
gave me the chance to rebuild my life—paying 
my tax tab is the only thing it’s asked of me in 
return. I was not an exception in that little 

Section 8 neighborhood. Among those welfare 
moms were future teachers, nurses, scientists, 
business owners, health and safety advocates. 
We never believed we were “victims” or felt 

“entitled;” if anything, we felt determined. 
Wouldn’t any decent person throw a rope to a 
drowning person? Wouldn’t any drowning person 
take it? “Judge and punish the poor” is not a 

demonstration of American values. It is, simply, 
mean. My parents saved me and then—on the 
dole, in the classroom or crying deep in the 
night, in love with a little boy who needed 
everything I could give him—I learned to save 

myself. I do not apologize. I was not ashamed 

then; I am not ashamed now. I was, and will 
always be, profoundly grateful. 
 

Opinion 
Fact or Fiction—You Decide 

 

This story by Larkin Warren is based on firsthand 
knowledge of living with hope and no money. We need 
to remember that welfare, food stamps, and Section 8 

was set up to help people and for the most part does 
just that. Does it mean it is perfect, nope? 
But if it is used the right way and with the right 

coaching from caring social workers it can be the 
difference between someone making a contribution to 

society and someone using the system because they 
see no one caring. Unfortunately today social workers 
don’t care as much and certainly don’t make the effort 

they once did. Is this everyone who works in this field, 
no, it isn’t, but the percentage of uncaring types 
certainly are higher today than it was when Larkin 

Warren lived the lifestyle she described in her article. 
On the flipside of the spectrum there are many today 

that refuse to put any effort into bettering their lives 
because they would rather mooch off the government 
than work. But since corruption is so widespread in all 

forms of government, whether local, state, or national; 
doing something about it is much easier said than 

done. Nevertheless ignorant statements made by 
dummies like Mitt Romney only add to the 
misinformation that feeds into the American public’s 

dim-witted mentality when it comes to knowing the 
truth and not the truth according to someone whose 
mindset is so far into a fantastical state of reality that 

they can’t see what’s in front of them and therefore 
can offer no real solutions to this very complicated 

problem. People like Romney, though they won’t admit 
it outright actually like people dependent on the 
government despite what they say, because then they 

can say, ‘look, these people are failures and don’t want 
to work’ which then results in most people not looking 

deeper and realizing it’s because of people like 
Romney that problems like these exist in the first 
place; refusing to create possible chances that could 

change people’s lives for the better through education 
and programs focused on getting people on the right 
track; rather they want to control lives and this is how 

to do it with carefully orchestrated tactics making it 
look like everyone on government assistance is lazy 

when the truth is more in the middle rather than at 
either end. Still they purposely create these types of 
illusions that everyone on government assistance is a 

burden on society for the fact whenever there’s 
problems with their job performance, they can change 

the topic and use situations like these to divert 
attention from their own shortcomings. 
Clever ploy, too bad the motives behind it are so 

clearly obvious that most people can see through the 
carelessly manufactured reality in ten seconds. 
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Interactive Sites 
Select news sites listed below can be accessed directly with Internet availability. Left click on the link(s) and the 

site will open on your computer. Humanitarian (non-news) sites are in red. 
 

 

ABC News 

www.abcnews.com 

 

Access 

Aircraft Casualty Emotional Support Services 

www.accesshelp.org 

 

Advertiser/Adelaide Now 

www.adelaidenow.com.au 

 

Al Jazeera America (English Version) 

america.aljazeera.com 

 

Alabama Real Time News 

www.al.com 

 

All Hawaii News 

www.allhawaiinews.com 

 

American Civil Liberties Union 

www.aclu.org 

 

American Red Cross 

www.redcross.org 

 

Animal Defenders 

www.ad-international.org 

 

AOL News 

www.aol.com 

 

Argonaut 

www.argonautnews.com 

 

Argus Streaming News 

www.argusnewsnow.com 

 

Arizona Daily Star (Tucson) 

www.tucson.com 

 

ASPCA 

www.aspca.org 

 

Associated Press 

www.ap.org 

 

Atlanta Journal Constitution 

www.ajc.com 

 

Atlanta Leader 

www.atlantaleader.com 

Australian 

www.theaustralian.com.au 

 

AZ Central 

www.azcentral.com 

 

Baltimore City Paper 

www.citypaper.com 

 

Baltimore Sun 

www.baltimoresun.com 

 

Bangor Daily News 

www.bangordailynews.com 

 

BBC News 

www.bbc.com 

 

Beverly Hills Courier 

www.bhcourier.com 

 

Beverly Hills Weekly 

www.bhweekly.com 

 

Big Issue 

www.bigissue.com 

 

Bing News 

www.bing.com 

 

Boothbay Register 

www.boothbayregister.com 

 

Boston Globe 

www.bostonglobe.com 

 

Boston Herald 

www.bostonherald.com 

 

Boston.com 

www.boston.com 

 

Boston Magazine 

www.bostonmagazine.com 

 

Brisbane Times 

www.brisbanetimes.com.au 

 

British Virgin Islands News 

www.bvinews.com 

 

Brussels Times (English Version) 

www.thebrusselstimes.com 
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Buenos Aires Herald (English Version) 

www.buenosairesherald.com 

 

Burbank Leader 

www.burbankleader.com 

 

Caribbean News Now 

www.caribbeannewsnow.com 

 

CBS News 

www.cbsnews.com 

 

Change.org (Main Site) 

www.change.org 

 

Chicago Sun-Times 

www.suntimes.com 

 

Chicago Tribune 

www.chicagotribune.com 

 

CNN 

www.cnn.com 

 

Clutch Magazine 

www.clutchmagonline.com 

 

Columbus Dispatch 

www.dispatch.com 

 

Community Connection (Los Angeles) 

www.cangress.org 

 

Cop Watch 

www.copwatch.org 

 

Crooks and Liars 

www.crooksandliars.com 

 

Daily Beast 

www.thedailybeast.com 

 

Daily Caller 

www.dailycaller.com 

 

Daily Mail Online 

www.dailymail.co.uk 

 

Daily Record and Sunday Mail 

www.dailyrecord.co.uk 

 

Daily Telegraph 

www.dailytelegraph.com.au 

 

Dallas Morning News 

www.dallasnews.com 

 

Democracy Now 

www.democracynow.org 

 

 

Denver Post 

www.denverpost.com 

 

Detroit News 

www.detroitnews.com 

 

Detroit Free Press 

www.freep.com 

 

Dispatch Times 

www.dispatchtimes.com 

 

Eagle 

www.theeagleonline.com 

 

Entertainment Weekly 

www.ew.com 

 

Epoch Times 

www.theepochtimes.com 

 

euronews 

www.euronews.com 

 

Evening Times 

www.eveningtimes.co.uk 

 

Express UK 

www.express.co.uk 

 

Fabius Maximus 

www.fabiusmaximus.com 

 

Feeding America 

www.feedingamerica.org 

 

Financial Times 

www.ft.com 

 

France 24 News (English Version) 

www.france24.com 

 

Free Speech TV 

www.freespeech.org 

 

Free Thought Project 

www.thefreethoughtproject.com 

 

Gawker 

www.gawker.com 

 

Glendale News-Press 

www.glendalenewspress.com 

 

Globe and Mail 

www.theglobeandmail.com 

 

Google News 

www.news.google.com 
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Guardian 

www.theguardian.com 

 

Gulf News 

www.gulfnews.com 

 

Hartford Currant 

www.courant.com 

 

Hawaii Reporter 

www.hawaiireporter.com 

 

Hawaii Tribune-Herald 

www.hawaiitribune-herald.com 

 

Herald Scotland 

www.heraldscotland.com 

 

Herald Sun 

www.heraldsun.com.au 

 

Heart for Animals  

www.heartsforanimals.org 

 

Hollywood Reporter 

www.hollywoodreporter.com 

 

Honolulu Star-Advertiser 

www.staradvertiser.com 

 

Houston Chronicle 

www.chron.com 

 

Huffington Post 

www.huffingtonpost.com 

 

Independent 

www.independent.co.uk 

 

Indianapolis Star 

www.indystar.com 

 

Inquisitr News 

www.inquisitr.com 

 

Intercept 

www.theintercept.com 

 

Irish Independent 

www.independent.ie 

 

Irish News 

www.irishexaminer.com 

 

Islam Times 

www.islamtimes.org 

 

Island Sun British Virgin Islands 

www.islandsun.com 

 

 

Japan Times (English Version) 

www.japantimes.co.jp 

 

LA Weekly 

www.laweekly.com 

 

Las Vegas Sun 

www.lasvegassun.com 

 

Las Vegas Tribune 

www.lasvegastribune.net 

 

Los Angeles Daily News 

www.dailynews.com 

 

Los Angeles Times 

www.latimes.com 

 

Louisville Courier-Journal 

www.courier-journal.com 

 

Mail Online 

www.dailymail.co.uk 

 

Mail.com 

www.mail.com 

 

Malibu Times 

www.malibutimes.com 

 

Media Matters for America 

www.mediamatters.org 

 

Memphis Daily News 

www.memphisdailynews.com 

 

Miami Herald 

www.miamiherald.com 

 

Mirror 

www.mirror.co.uk 

 

Monaco Life (English Version) 

www.monacolife.net 

 

Mother Jones 

www.motherjones.com 

 

MSN News 

www.msn.com 

 

Nashville City Paper 

www.nashvillecitypaper.com 

 

National Post 

www.nationalpost.com 

 

NBC News 

www.nbcnews.com 
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New Civil Rights Movement News 

www.thenewcivilrightsmovement.com 

 

New Republic 

www.newrepublic.com 

 

New York Daily News 

www.nydailynews.com 

 

New York Magazine 

www.nymag.com 

 

New York Post 

www.nypost.com 

 

New York Times 

www.nytimes.com 

 

New Yorker 

www.newyorker.com 

 

Newsday 

www.newsday.com 

 

Newsmax 

www.newsmax.com 

 

News Times 

www.newstimes.com 

 

Newsweek 

www.newsweek.com 

 

News.com.au 

www.news.com.au 

 

New Zealand Herald 

www.nzherald.co.nz 

 

Olive Press Spain (English Version) 

www.theolivepress.es 

 

Opinuns Entertainment News 

www.opinuns.com 

 

Opposing Views 

www.opposingviews.com 

 

Orphans of the Storm 

www.orphansofthestorm.org 

 

Pacific Standard News 

www.psmag.com 

 

Parade 

www.parade.com 

 

 

Pasadena Now 

www.pasadenanow.com 

 

Pasadena Star-News 

www.pasadenastarnews.com 

 

Patriot Ledger 

www.patriotledger.com 

 

People 

www.people.com 

 

Perth Now 

www.perthnow.com.au 

 

PETA 

www.peta.org 

 

Philadelphia City Paper 

www.citypaper.net 

 

Philadelphia Daily News 

www.phillydailynews.com 

 

Philadelphia Inquirer 

www.inquirer.com 

 

Philadelphia Inquirer 

www.philly.com 

 

Philadelphia Tribune 

www.phillytrib.com 

 

Phoenix New Times 

www.phoenixnewtimes.com 

 

Pittsburgh City Paper 

www.pghcitypaper.com 

 

Pittsburgh Post-Gazette 

www.post-gazette.com 

 

Pittsburgh Tribune Live 

www.triblive.com 

 

Politico 

www.politico.com 

 

Politicus USA 

www.politicususa.com 

 

Portland Press Herald 

www.pressherald.com 

 

Push Back Politics 

www.pushbackpolitics.org 
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Raw Story 

www.rawstory.com 

 

Real Change News (Seattle) 

www.realchangenews.org 

 

Register 

www.theregister.co.uk 

 

Reuters 

www.reuters.com 

 

Richmond Times-Dispatch 

www.timesdispatch.com 

 

Right Wing Watch News 

www.rightwingwatch.org 

 

Ring of Fire 

www.ringoffireradio.com 

 

Ripoff Report 

www.ripoffreport.com 

 

Salon 

www.salon.com 

 

Salt Lake Tribune 

www.sltrib.com 

 

San Diego Reader 

www.sandiegoreader.com 

 

San Diego Union-Tribune 

www.sandiegouniontribune.com 

 

San Francisco Chronicle 

www.sfchronicle.com 

 

San Francisco Examiner 

www.sfexaminer.com 

 

San Francisco Gate 

www.sfgate.com 

 

San Francisco Globe 

www.sfglobe.com 

 

San Jose Mercury News 

www.mercurynews.com 

 

San Juan Star (English Version) 

www.sanjuanweeklypr.com 

 

San Marino Tribune 

www.sanmarinotribune.com 

 

 

Santa Monica Daily Press 

www.smdp.com 

 

Scotsman 

www.scotsman.com 

 

Seattle Times 

www.seattletimes.com 

 

Sherman Oaks Studio City Encino News 

www.shermanoaksstudiocitynews.com 

 

Slate 

www.slate.com 

 

Space Change News (Boston) 

www.sparechangenews.net 

 

St. Croix Source 

www.stcroixsource.com 

 

St. John Source 

www.stjohnsource.com 

 

St. John Tradewinds 

www.tradewinds.vi 

 

St. Louis American 

www.stlamerican.com 

 

St. Louis Post-Dispatch 

www.stltoday.com 

 

St. Thomas Source 

www.stthomassource.com 

 

Star Tribune 

www.startribune.com 

 

Straits Times 

www.straitstimes.com 

 

Street Roots (Portland, Oregon) 

www.streetroots.org 

 

Street Sense (Washington, DC) 

www.streetsense.org 

 

Street Spirit (San Francisco) 

www.thestreetspirit.org 

 

Street Vibes (Cincinnati) 

www.streetvibes.wordpress.com 

 

Street Wise (Chicago) 

www.streetwise.org 
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http://www.streetvibes.wordpress.com/
http://www.streetwise.org/
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Sun 

www.thesun.co.uk 

 

Sun Chronicle 

www.thesunchronicle.com 

 

Sunday Times UK 

www.thesundaytimes.co.uk 

 

Sydney Morning Herald 

www.smh.com.au 

 

Tampa Bay Times 

www.tampabay.com 

 

Telegraph 

www.telegraph.co.uk 

 

Tennessean 

www.tennessean.com 

 

Think Progress 

www.thinkprogress.org 

 

Time 

www.time.com 

 

Times UK 

www.thetimes.co.uk 

 

Times of India (English Version) 

www.timesofindia.indiatimes.com 

 

Toronto Star 

www.thestar.com 

 

Toronto Sun 

www.torontosun.com 

 

Toshiba News 

start.toshiba.com 

 

Tulsa World 

www.tulsaworld.com 

 

United Press International 

www.upi.com 

 

US Hunger Relief (Feeding America) 

www.feedingamerica.org 

 

US News & World Report 

www.usnews.com 

 

US Uncut 

www.usuncut.com 

 

US Weekly 

www.usmagazine.com 

 

USA Today 

www.usatoday.com 

 

Vancouver Sun 

www.vancouversun.com 

 

Variety 

www.variety.com 

 

Verge 

www.theverge.com 

 

Vice News 

news.vice.com 

 

Vineyard Gazette 

www.vineyardgazette.com 

 

Virgin Islands Daily News 

www.virginislandsdailynews.com 

 

Voice of America 

www.voanews.com 

 

Volunteers of America 

www.voa.org 

 

Vox News 

www.vox.com 

 

Wall Street Journal 

www.wsj.com 

 

Washington City Paper 

www.washingtoncitypaper.com 

 

Washington Examiner 

www.washingtonexaminer.com 
 

Washington Post 

www.washingtonpost.com 
 

Washington Times 

www.washingtontimes.com 
 

Wichita Eagle 

www.kansas.com 
 

Wrap 

www.thewrap.com 
 

Yahoo News 

www.yahoo.com 
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Glass Owl 
Excerpt 11 

 

Below is an excerpt from the serialized novel Glass Owl. Copyright 2015. All rights reserved. Glass Owl is a serialized novel written in episodic format. Sections 
serialized by Opinion America were not reprinted in exact order of existing storylines from the novel. Copies of Glass Owl in 50 separate episodes (electronic 
format only) can be purchased online beginning in late 2016 from Google Play. Opinion America accepts fictional and nonfictional material by email only for 

publication of various subject matters. However all works must be legally copyrighted by rightful owner(s) of whom must provide proof of ownership to 
Opinion America before material is accepted for publication. Opinion America will not publish works plagiarized from other sources. No exceptions. 
 

Originally serialized in Street Beat News in 2015. 
 

Dirk grins broadly as he snaps off his cell phone and looks at Hart 
halfway down the beach. 

“Four million—quite a sweet deal to be sure.” 
He glances at the gun in his hand. 
“Bet his mother will cry buckets when they find the body sometime 

today—dead by a gunshot—from my gun—oh well—got to earn my pay.” 
He laughs. 
“Definitely a closed coffin sort of funeral no doubt—bullets can be so 

messy when fired at close range.” 
He smirks. 

“Hey, what’s the big idea following me?” 
Dirk looks up to see Hart boldly coming toward him still unaware of 

the gun in his hand. Hart seems annoyed as Dirk smirks. 
“I asked you a question?” 
Dirt suddenly grabs Hart by the neck and spins him around. He laughs 

loudly as he sees Hart’s reaction. 
“Time’s up—sweet prince.” 
Hart struggles to free himself from Dirk’s grip. 

“Do you know who I am?” 
Dirk nods. 
“Duh—why do you think I’m here?” 
“Let go or me this instant or my grandfather will have your ass—like in 

serious jail time for assaulting his grandkid.” 
“Nope I don’t think so—never going to happen.” 
Dirk brings his gun against Hart’s head. 
“Bet you wish you hadn’t talked to your grandfather the way you did 

earlier with that attitude of yours—especially him being seriously—upset.” 
“What the fuck are you talking about?” 
Dirk leans closer to Hart and whispers in his ear. 
“Your grandfather ordered your hit dumbass.” 
He laughs loudly and then casually pulls the trigger. 

 

The final excerpt will be published in the November-December 2016 issue. 
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